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This game is currently in Early Access 0.8.0

ArchMMO 2 is a Voxel 3D MMORPG with races, factions, guilds, parties, pets, mounts, PvP, PvE, quests, and an open-world
map! Explore the world of Arch today!

ArchMMO 2 is being upgraded and developed every day, and now, it's on Steam. Steam is the best platform for an indie game
to gather attention. Thank you for playing ArchMMO 2, and I can't wait to see what's going to happen in the future!
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Currently, Weapons are a big thing I want to keep adding to. Every update will include new weapons, up to level 50! This will
increase a large amount of gameplay!

GOALS

Quests, quests, quests! A needed addition to all MMO's. I am working extra hard on creating meaningful quests for the Human
class in the game. Currently, the human class is the only fully supported class. The Undead will be after at-least 50+ quests are

made for the human race. More quests = more enemies, more items, more weapons, and more people.

Magic and Skills are also a hugely important part of the game. I want to have some creative buffs, debuffs, and castings. This is
all being implemented in a later update. Quests and items are the priority right now.
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Title: ArchMMO 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
CG Creations
Publisher:
CG Creations
Franchise:
ArchMMO
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i3-4130

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GT 630

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Sound

English
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A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game that could have been an amazing flash game on a website like Kongregate or
Newgrounds.

Not much challenge and not much effort.. i had it for 1+ hour, nuff to grasp the base after got refunded,
wait its not that bad, it play like simcity but way simpler,
like a game made for mobile phones... not a fan of that kind,
so no, at full price its not worth it but in sale, yes i'd buy again right away. I cant recoment this game I love the Megaman games
and similar games. The problem with this one is just the gameplay is realy clunky . No smooth Jumps possible.. I remeber
playing this game early on in my gamming carrer because i was really into hunting IRL, So i would also play this cause it was
very fun and semi-accurate to the real thing. after purchasing this game again 1 year ago i instantly remember all the memories
and personal achievements i have cherished throught my time. One of my personal achievements was finally being able to kill
that damn elephant with my longbow. LOL. Buy this game if you enjoy simulated outdoor adventures and wildlife. Also buy if
you enjoy slaughtering innocent animals n\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It makes the peoples more beautifuls. I like the
game. It's not that easy to get into it since it is quite challenging in its complexity. Nevertheless, I like the idea of this meadow
where flowers grow on their own. It is weird, but the flowers are equipped with different weapons. It seems like they pass on
those those weapons through their seeds to other flowers.
There are litte spheres with which I can do changes in the flowers. Soon I realized that this is a game with a highly strategic
component. Different mods can be combined, but the meadwo itself constantly brings challenges one has to handle. Brain-
workers welcome ;). Plays pretty much like the previous ones. Respawning monsters and resources make the game a bit easier to
complete, but introduces grind and makes the UI feel slow, with its mandatory animations. Still, a pleasant game to play.. ... You
Can See The Monuments In Diplomatic Mode People.... I like the concept but the game is filled with bugs, one of which
prevents me from finishing the story so can't recommend. Too bad.. Its definitely not a game. You will not get 0.1 hours out of
this. Its an art project to raise awareness and it and says so in the "about this game" section. If you want to vote, you'll have to let
it run idle for a little more time.

This was made a while ago and should be expanded on. Families caught between Assad, Turkey, and isis. Horrors like the videos
of young children being shot in a line on the side of the road and dying children gasping like fish piled in the back of a pickup
truck after a gas attack. What has happened in syria is horrific and Assad should be held accountable by Russia because Trump
will never do anything of consequence to stop these crimes against humanity.

Most of the reviews are negative and come from Pro-Russian, Pro-Turkish, Pro-Assad, and privaledged white supremacists.

I'm neither. I'm upvoting this because its the moral and right thing to do.
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Puzzle platformer broken up in levels with little text snippets at the start of each. I feel like I\u2019ve played a lot of these
before , and this one doesn\u2019t seem to do anything different.
It has the \u201c2 characters at once\u201d and the \u201creversed controls\u201d and a new , yet familiar gimmick each level.

It might get inventive later in the game,
however an imprecise physics engine tends to make manipulating objects unpredictable and it got too tedious to bother playing
anymore.

The art style is leagues better than some minimalist box or poorly done pixel style , so that\u2019s one point for it there.

If you\u2019ve never played anything similar and you don\u2019t mind having to retry a level because something fell a
completely different way on this attempt, sure play it.
. Ian's Eyes is a single player indie, survival horror puzzle game with a unique style to the rest! You play as Ian, a blind kid who
is starting a new school, with his trustworthy guard dog North. So you wanna know more? Well Let's Take A Look At Ian's
Eyes.

https://youtu.be/vAOICuKWPjs. This game had several red flags for me: cartoon zombies, "simulator" in the title and the fact
that it is an indie zombie survival-type game.

I was totally wrong.

This is more like a shooting-gallery than a zombie survival game; though survival mode exists, and it's fun!

The gunplay is the best that I've tried right now, by a wide-margin.

$20 is a bit steep, but for the price you get survival mode, training/shooting gallery and various skill challenges. I am especially
fond of the skill challenges, but found fun in every mode. Survival is especially hectic, and is the closest I've come to damaging
one of my controllers. I was so immersed I didn't realize I was throwing a hand grenade straight into a desk.

I would definitely recommend this game to anyone that owns a Vive.. I only had to play this game for 30 minutes to know that
this is the worst VR game I've ever played.

Right off the bat, it just throws you onto a tiny island telling you only how to pick things up, show your stats, and move around.
It only tells you what you're supposed to do when you're 2 feet away from where you're supposed to do it, and even then, it
doesn't even tell you how to do it.

Also, what is up with the physics in this game? whacking herbs with a paddle makes ropes come out, rocks and sticks are made
of styrofoam, and water just defies all logic.

This game is barely complete enough to be considered early access let alone a full game. Don't purchase this game in its current
state.. The publisher decided to cut off the ending from the original Arcania and sell it as the add-on. Don't buy it.. Brilliant. I'm
biased towards old school Point n Click pixel graphic games (AGS!) but this one was "good enough" for my fallout fanboy
nephew- impressive to hold attention to that demo. Great job, my favorite steam release in a while!. I cant even move my mouse
w/o it spasning out i just wanted a game to work but i guess not :'(. Awesome OST. But no numbers, album, wrong titles on the
songs? like......C'mon!
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